We now briefly discuss four articles that are most closely relevant and related to our work. In the first paper, Murray and Monson consider the applicability of real-time HLA/RTI [4] for the C-5 DMT simulators [5] . The [7] . The [11] [12] [13] which is based on the concept of Distributed Object Computing [14] . This [14] proposed an abstract mathematical framework y for specifying a static, structural model of a generic distributed object computing environment. This framework takes a simple but powerful view. It provides a model to characterize dynamic behavior of a distributed object computing environment by representing two distinct layers of behavior-one for software objects and another for hardware objects independently of one another -and allows a mapping between them (see Figure 2) . That is, the framework facilitates modeling abstract behavior of the software components independent of the computing and networking components. Similarly, the framework enables standalone modeling of Figure 4) . Each 
DEVS/DOC Simulation Models
In this section, we exemplify DMT models of the software and hardware components, LCN and DCO composite models, and the combined LCN/DCO layers (see Figure 2) . We also outline the list of transducer and acceptor models and how they are comprised with hardware and software models to form experimental frames [16] . These models fall into two catego- The DEVS/DOC modeling of DMT begins with declaring the highest-level architectural models (see Figure 5) . The dynamic behavior of the DMT is captured in a hierarchical fashion-that is, representing hardware layer (Loosely Coupled Network), software layer (Distributed Cooperative Objects), and the mapping of the former to the later (Object System Mapping). Figure 5 also shows that the experimental frame playing a vital role in extracting the manifestation of DMT dynamic behavior.
As shown in Figure 6 , the components of the LCN layer (see Figure 1) [11] . Additionally, as shown in Figure 6 , the hardware components are composed of the LCN layer together as coupled models. These models specify how messages / data are transmitted from one model to another (e.g., PC to hub) using their respective ports and couplings.
The Figure 8 ). These models specify how messages invoked by software objects are loaded into hardware objects (PCs) and transmitted from these nodes to others (e.g., Ethernet links and hubs) in the LCN layer. The modeling activity for the second category is concerned with coupling existing DEVS/ DOC transducers to their respective software and hardware components. For Figure 4) . Here, we discuss the results of the typical three-tiered architecture shown in Figure 4a . This architecture is composed of two main computing nodes and a set of others for the trainees, along with their hardware links. Figure 10 are based on 10 multiple independent simulation runs to account for randomness present in the DEVS/DOC models. In these simulation runs, we kept the software attributes fixed.
As we stated earlier, hardware and software simulation models have been specified based on measurements obtained from the MTRS prototype components. Figures 11 and 12 .
Examination of Figure 11 shows that with the scaled 3-tiered architecture, it is assumed that MTRS will begin to experience delays (see Figure 11( Figure 6(b) [4] and Quantization [20] into SW/HW models.
In this regard, the DEVS/DOC framework provides a basis to capture detailed dynamics of software applications, and therefore a possible candidate for supporting the SBA initiative.
